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PM International Suppliers delivers pipe and fittings, tubing, valves, flanges, and other forms in exotic
materials such as Duplex, Super Duplex, 6% Molybdenum, Titanium, Copper Nickel, and Nickel alloys.
We deliver to the offshore petrochemical segment, geothermal, chemical manufacturing, desalination,
power plants, water treatment facilities, and more. Our customers are worldwide, and we handle
everything from one-off emergency deliveries to complex, long-ranging project installations. We have
partnered with the Sander Meson group to deliver to the navy and marine industry.

EXPERTISE
With 30 years in the industry, our
technical expertise and extensive
success with difficult project
specifications sets us a cut above
the rest. This technical expertise
assures our customers that their
critical projects are in the hands
of the best in the industry.
While there are many suppliers in
the industry, what sets PM apart
is the manner in which it shares
its expertise, not only with
customers
also
but
manufacturers. We see ourselves
as
a
connector
between
production and utilization, with
the
philosophy
that
shared
knowledge is shared success for
all parties involved.

LOGISTICS
Identifying partners in logistics is
all about leverage, real or
predicted. We understand the
importance of matching demand
with supply and always seek
alliance with solid manufacturers
and top ranked freight agencies,
applying logistics technology to all
aspects of our delivery system.
Logistical
activates
are
not
allocated to one department int he
company; all primary functions in
the
company
Sales,
Procurement, Warehousing, and
Delivery - come together with a
team approach that constantly
monitors the pulse of our order
fulfillment activities.

PR □ .JECT
MANAGEMENT
From initial product assessment to
after-sales support, we align our
people and priorities for complete
and swift process-focused actions.
Reliably monitoring to all aspects
of a project for successful and
timely completion, our goal is
always
to
be
flexible
and
responsive to the unforeseen that,
unless anticipated and mitigated,
can throw off the best of planning.
We are experts in dealing with
multiple locations, manufacturers,
shippers, and complex delivery
schedules. We like to think locally
and operate globally, seamlessly,
and efficiently.
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